Appendix: The 20 service design scenarios
1. Employee notifies customer of a special discount on customer’s frequently
purchased item
Customer p.o.v.

Whenever she’s at Target, Ann checks to see if
the Cascadian Farm Cinnamon Raisin Granola
is on sale. Whenever it is, she buys one or two
boxes. It’s her favorite cereal, but she feels that
at the regular price it’s too expensive for her to
justify as an everyday purchase.
This afternoon, Ann is at Target browsing for
clothing. She’s looking at a rack of tights and
socks when a Target employee walks by. He
stops and says to Ann, “Hey, Ms. Smith -- just
wanted to let you know that we are having a
sale on Cascadian Farm stuff, like cereal and
granola bars!”
Ann is happy to hear this, and when she’s done
looking at clothing, she goes over to the
grocery section to get a box of the cereal.

Employee p.o.v.

Jay is an employee at Target. Today he is
stocking the shelves in the clothing
department. He carries with him a small tablet
computer that was given to him by the Target
manager - the device has information that he
can give to customers to help them have a
better shopping experience.
He glances at the tablet computer as he walks
by the socks display. It shows that a customer
who is currently browsing the socks display is a
big fan and frequent buyer of Cascadian Farm
Cinnamon Raisin Granola, but only when it is
on sale. It prompts him to mention the current
sale to her.
Jay says to the customer, “Hey, Ms. Smith -- just
wanted to let you know that we are having a
sale on Cascadian Farm stuff, like cereal and
granola bars!” The customer smiles back; Jay is
happy that he helped the customer not to miss
a great deal.

2. Employee shares information with customer that is important to the customer’s
identity (political/social belief)
Customer p.o.v.

Employee p.o.v.

Sarah is shopping at Sephora for lipstick. She’s

Amanda is an employee at Sephora. She is

browsing the Urban Decay rack because she

aware that customers buy from different

knows that Urban Decay’s products are not

brands for a lot of reasons, and she can’t

tested on animals. In fact, she tries to buy only

always predict customers’ preferences.

those products that are not tested on animals.

Today Amanda is re-stocking a display with

A salesperson is standing at the Too Faced

products by the makeup company Too Faced.

rack, restocking the shelves while the display is

She carries with her a small tablet computer

free of customers. The Two Faced display is

that helps her be a better salesperson. While

across the aisle from where Sarah is standing.

Amanda is standing in front of the Too Faced

The salesperson says to Sarah, “Did you know

rack, the tablet computer gives a gentle alert

that Too Faced just announced that they’ve

that it has useful information for her right now.

discontinued animal testing? We’ve been

Amanda looks at the screen, which tells her

selling a lot of their Spring collection this

that there is a customer right now in front of

week.”

the Urban Decay rack who cares about

Sarah is happy to hear this, because it means
that now there is another brand of makeup she
can buy and be able to feel good about
because she’s supporting a company that
doesn’t test on animals.

companies not testing their products on
animals. The device also shows that Too Faced
recently announced that they have
discontinued animal testing.
Amanda sees that the customer is just a few
feet away, so she says to the customer, “Did
you know that Too Faced just announced that
they’ve discontinued animal testing? We’ve
been selling a lot of their Spring collection this
week.”
The customer thanks her for this new
information and walks over to look at the Too
Faced products. Amanda is excited that she
gave the customer useful information about
the things Sephora sells.

3. Employee notifies a frequent hotel customer of a new service (new nearby Zumba
class)
Customer p.o.v.

Employee p.o.v.

Sarah is a tax consultant and fitness fanatic

Katie is an employee at a hotel in Chicago. She

who often travels for business. She has

works at the front desk, checking in customers.

traveled to the same Chicago Marriott several

It’s Monday morning and a woman is at Katie’s

times a month this year because of her job.

desk checking in for a stay.

It’s Monday morning and Sarah is checking in

Katie’s computer points out that this customer

at the hotel again. As the employee at the front

stays at the hotel frequently--it says this

desk hands her the room key card, she tells

customer has checked in at this hotel five times

Sarah, “I wanted to let you know about a few

already this year, each time for a week-long

new things here on Michigan Avenue since

business trip. Her latest stay was five weeks

your last visit. We’ve just opened a new wine

ago. The computer suggests that Katie tell the

bar on the mezzanine that’s open til 1 a.m.

customer about some new services and events

There’s a new Zumba studio opened up

near the hotel that the customer might like:

around the corner on Grand Avenue. They
take walk-in appointments too, you don’t need
a membership. We’ve also developed a new
partnership with a dry cleaner a couple blocks
away where you can leave your items with our
concierge and he will deliver and pick up the
items when they’re finished.”

•

A children’s street fair on the hotel’s
block during the customer’s stay

•

a new Zumba studio that opened up
near the hotel

•

an interesting wine bar that just
opened inside the hotel

•

A conference space in the hotel for

Sarah tells the front desk employee she hopes

frequent customers to use for business

she can go there this week. She’s happy about

meetings

this, because she loves fitness classes, but she

•

A dry cleaning service that the hotel

doesn’t want to buy a gym membership in all

concierge can deliver your clothing to

the cities she travels to for work.

down the block.
Katie knows that a couple of these ideas won’t
be interesting to the customer, like the
children’s street fair, because she’s here in
Chicago on a business trip. Katie says, “I

wanted to let you know about a few new things
here on Michigan Avenue since your last visit.
We’ve just opened a new wine bar on the
mezzanine that’s open til 1 a.m. There’s a new
Zumba studio opened up around the corner on
Grand Avenue. They take walk-in appointments
too, you don’t need a membership. We’ve also
developed a new partnership with a dry
cleaner a couple blocks away where you can
leave your items with our concierge and he will
deliver and pick up the items when they’re
finished.”
The customer says she hopes she can go to the
Zumba studio sometime this week before work
because she loves fitness classes. Katie is
happy that she gave the customer some useful
information.

4. Employee helps customer avoid a mistake (paint primer)
Customer p.o.v.

Employee p.o.v.

Ann is painting her bedroom as part of a

Anthony is a customer service employee in the

remodel. She’s almost finished priming and

paint department at Home Depot. He knows

painting all the walls, but she ran out of primer

that a lot of people come back multiple times

before finishing the final wall.

over the course of a home renovation project

So, Ann drives over to Home Depot to buy a
one quart can of primer so that she can quickly
finish her painting project. She picks up a can

because they need additional supplies. But,
Anthony doesn’t remember what each
customer is working on at home.

of oil-based primer for drywall that’s the same

Today, a customer is browsing the primers,

brand as the now-empty one she had been

chooses one, and walks away. Anthony’s work-

using at home.

issued tablet computer, in the pocket of his

Ann starts walking away from the paint

apron, gives off an alert. It shows that the

department with the can of primer in her hand,

customer that just walked away had bought a

and an employee approaches her. He says, “I

can of latex-based primer recently, but the item

think you were here a few days ago but you

she just grabbed is an oil-based primer from

bought a latex primer. This one is oil-based

the same brand.

though. Are you sure you didn’t mean to buy
latex?”

Anthony quickly walks up to the customer and
says, “I think you were here a few days ago but

Ann looks back at the can and realizes the

you bought a latex primer. This one is oil-

cashier is right - she needs latex primer

based though. Are you sure you didn’t mean to

because that’s what she was using at home

buy latex?”

before. If she tried to use the oil-based primer
to continue her project, the paint wouldn’t
have worked right.

The customer says thank you because she
realizes that using oil-based primer would
cause a bad reaction with the paint she has at
home! She turns around to go get the correct
primer from the shelf.

5. Airline employee apologizes for bad weather on previous visit
Customer p.o.v.

Bob is waiting in line to check his luggage at
the airport. He’s on one of his frequent
business trips to Los Angeles. He’s thinking
back to his last business trip, when heavy rains
here in his hometown kept his flight from
leaving for over a day, which caused him to
miss a lot of work.
As Bob walks up to the desk, he hands the
ticketing agent his boarding pass, and puts his
suitcase on the scale.

Employee p.o.v.

Mark is an airline employee. Today he is
working at the ticketing desk, where people
check their bags before going through
security. Since Mark is the last stop before the
security line, he encounters a lot of stressed
out and nervous customers. He tries to make
them feel more relaxed whenever he can.
A customer walks up to check a bag. A small
alert on Mark’s computer shows that this
customer, Bob Smith, had a VERY adverse

The ticketing agent says, “Here is your claim

event on his last air travel trip because of the

ticket for the bag, Mr. Smith. I’m really hoping

weather that day.

for good weather for you this time; you

Mark says to Bob, “Here is your claim ticket for

deserve it! I’m so sorry about last time.”

the bag, Mr. Smith. I’m really hoping for good
weather for you this time, you deserve it!” He
hands Bob the claim ticket for his checked
suitcase. “I’m so sorry about last time,” Mark
continues. Bob’s mood seems to lighten
because of Mark’s positive comment.

6. Celebrating customer’s heavy usage: Movie theater
Customer p.o.v.

Employee p.o.v.

Jason is a big movie fan, attending most of the

Zack is a cashier at the box office at a large

movies he watches at the Cinemark movie

movie theater. Today, he’s selling tickets when

theater near to his house. He goes with friends,

his cash register screen shows an alert. It says

by himself, with his family (especially on

that the customer he just rang up is on his 50th

holidays). In other words, there are many

visit to this movie theater. The screen gives the

different kinds of situations where Jason goes

customer’s name as Jason Smith.

to the movie theater.

Zack says, “Hey Jason, did you know this is the

Today he’s there with a couple of friends,

50th movie you have seen here at the

buying tickets at the box office. The cashier

Waterfront 18? Enjoy the show!”

gives him the tickets, and says, “Hey Jason, did
you know this is the 50th movie you have seen
here at the Waterfront 18? Enjoy the show!”
Jason thinks back on all the great movies he’s
seen in the theater.
When Jason enters the theater screening
room, a worker inside the theater says to him,
“Hey Jason, we saved you a seat in the middle
of Row K.”

The customer smiles and walks in.
Inside the theater, a different employee is
standing on the stairs of one of the screening
rooms. He gets a notification on the special
mobile device he uses at work to help him help
customers have the best movie experience
possible. The device tells him to reserve three
seats for a customer named Jason Smith.
When Jason enters the theater moments later,

the employee says, “Hey Jason, we saved you a
seat in the middle of Row K.”

7. Enhancing customer’s relationship with favorite brand (Laura Mercier blush addon)
Customer p.o.v.

Employee p.o.v.

Ann is at Sephora browsing the Laura Mercier

Amanda is working with a couple of other

lipstick area. Laura Mercier is one of Ann’s

employees at the cash register at Sephora

favorite brands.

when the number of people in line starts to tail

A saleswoman standing near Ann says, “You
should try the Laura Mercier Second Skin
blush. It’s really great. The Laura Mercier
representative told me that they specifically
formulated it to go with their pink Stickglosses
- I think you have a couple of those already. I

off. She leaves the cash register area and
checks the small tablet computer that her
manager gave her to use at work. The device
can give her information to help her give
customers a better shopping experience and
be a better saleswoman.

could go get you a sample of the blush to try at

The tablet shows that there is a customer in the

home, if you want.”

store who should be recommended a specific
product (the Laura Mercier Second Skin blush)
based on that customer’s past purchases,
which are listed on the screen.

Amanda walks over to the customer and says,
“You should try the Laura Mercier Second Skin
blush. It’s really great. The Laura Mercier
representative told me that they specifically
formulated it to go with their pink Stickglosses I think you have a couple of those already. I
could go get you a sample of the blush to try at
home, if you want.”

The customer is excited about the sample, and
Amanda is happy that she helped the customer
find a potential new product that’s right for her.

8. Customer loyalty known, even when out of town
Customer p.o.v.

Employee p.o.v.

Bob wakes up in a hotel where he’s staying

Kevin is a barista at a Starbucks that is part of a

during a business trip. The hotel is attached to

hotel. A lot of his customers are people staying

a Starbucks. Back in his hometown, Bob goes

at the hotel on business trips or on vacation.

to Starbucks almost every morning during his

As a new customer enters the Starbucks,

commute; today, he goes to the Starbucks by
the hotel to maintain his normal morning
routine. Usually, Bob likes to order a Redeye,
which is a regular coffee with a shot of
espresso added.
As Bob walks up to the counter, he sees that
the barista has already picked up an empty
size medium cup and is writing “Bob” on it.
The barista says, “Morning, Mr. Smith. Grande
Redeye?”

Kevin’s cash register shows that this customer
(whom Kevin has never seen) is a regular at a
different Starbucks, and therefore the register
has a lot of information on his everyday order
and how he likes to interact with baristas.
The cash register gives the customer’s name,
commonly-ordered drink (a medium-sized
Redeye, which is a coffee with an espresso
shot added), and also lists the customer’s
service orientation as “utilitarian,” meaning the

Bob nods, pays, and walks off with the drink,

customer likes efficiency. Kevin picks up a

happy that the transaction went so quickly and

medium-sized cup, writes the customer’s first

correctly.

name on it, and says says to the customer,
“Morning, Mr. Smith. Grande Redeye?” The
customer nods, holds up his Starbucks iPhone
app to pay, and happily takes the coffee and
exits.

9. Service orientation: airport information details
Customer p.o.v.

Employee p.o.v.

Ann is at the airport because she’s leaving for

Mark is a ticketing agent for Delta. A customer

a vacation to Florida. She finds flying to be a

walks up to his desk to check a bag, and his

little nerve-wracking, so she’s constantly

computer shows some information about her.

checking the flight status and making sure that

It says that this customer frequently logs in to

she has her ID and tickets and everything in

her Delta.com account to make sure that the

her bag.

flight isn’t canceled, and to look over the

She walks up to the airport’s ticketing counter

details of the trip. That morning, she kept

to drop off her suitcase. The ticketing agent
processes Ann’s bag drop-off and says, “Here
is your baggage receipt, Ms. Smith. Just to
confirm, you are on flight 191 to Miami. It’ll
start boarding at Gate B6 in about 41 minutes.
Then in Atlanta you’ve got a one hour and 33

opening the Delta app on her phone to make
sure the flight would be on time. Delta’s
customer database recognizes these kinds of
activities as indicative of a more anxiety-prone
customer. The computer tells Mark to give
extra information to this customer to help her

minute layover. You’ll land in Terminal C there

feel relaxed and in control of the situation.

and the connecting flight’ll take off from

Mark says, “Here is your baggage receipt, Ms.

Terminal D, which is about three minutes on

Smith. Just to confirm, you are on flight 191 to

the airport monorail. Don’t worry, it comes

Miami. It’ll start boarding at Gate B6 in about

every six minutes so you’ll have some extra

41 minutes. Then in Atlanta you’ve got a one

time.”

hour and 33 minute layover. You’ll land in

Ann feels reassured, knowing that she has

Terminal C there and the connecting flight’ll

plenty of time to get on her flights, and that
they are on time.

take off from Terminal D, which is about three
minutes on the airport monorail. Don’t worry, it
comes every six minutes so you’ll have some
extra time.”
The customer seems to relax a little when she
hears this.

10. Everyone’s a regular
Customer p.o.v.

Employee p.o.v.

Bob is a semi-frequent Starbucks customer. He

Wesley is a barista at Starbucks. Every day,

likes to stop by at a location that’s on his way to

people come in on their morning commute,

work a few times per week, and he likes to

and some seem to like a little discussion, but

order a size medium Redeye (a coffee with an

others want to get their coffee as fast as they

espresso shot added in) with French Roast

can so they can get on to work, according to

coffee. Bob really prizes efficiency as well, so

their different personalities. Wesley knows a

he likes it when his transaction goes quickly

few of the people by face, because they come

and smoothly, like a well-oiled machine.

so often, but if a customer comes a little less

This morning, he’s at Starbucks like usual. As
he steps up to the counter, the barista gets out

frequently, he can’t always remember their
interaction style or their regular order.

a medium cup and starts writing “Bob” on it.

The cash register at Starbucks has a screen

The barista says to Bob, “Morning, Mr. Smith.

where the cashier can mark each customer’s

Grande Redeye?” Bob nods, holds up his

service orientation as social versus utilitarian

Starbucks payment app to the scanner, and the

(that is, how the customer likes to interact with

transaction is done.

employees). Wesley’s notes, as well as the data
marked down by other Starbucks employees,
are time stamped so that a full picture of the
customer’s service orientation, attitudes, and
routines can be recorded along with his/her
transaction history. (This way, somebody who
“isn’t a morning person” can be treated
differently in the afternoon versus the morning
when they come in.)
This morning, a customer comes in during the
morning rush. At first glance, Wesley isn’t sure
if he recognizes this person as a regular
customer or not. But, because of the cash
register screen, Wesley can identify those
regulars he doesn’t recognize on his own, and
the information on the screen helps him treat

them as regulars.
As this customer advances toward the counter,
a profile of him pops up on Wesley’s cash
register screen, showing that this customer is
Bob Smith, who likes a medium French Roast
coffee with one espresso shot mixed in most
mornings. The profile of Bob also lists
“utilitarian” as Bob’s service orientation, so
Wesley gets out a medium cup, starts writing
“Bob” on it, and says to Bob, “Morning, Mr.
Smith. Grande Redeye?” Bob nods, holds up
his Starbucks payment app to the scanner, and
the transaction is done.

